Frontend UI Developer United States, Portland

About Us

OpsRamp enables IT to manage more workloads with less work. Our cloud platform creates a central hub that all IT teams – from operations to service management and everyone in between – use to manage today’s complex hybrid computing environment. Built for enterprise IT and service providers, OpsRamp delivers the “killer app” for end-to-end IT management. Hundreds of organizations like rely on OpsRamp to gain more visibility and control of their entire hybrid IT ecosystem.

Headquartered in Silicon Valley, our mission is to transform IT operations management complexity by applying machine intelligence and automation. We’re taking the world of IT operations by storm, by accelerating the speed and agility of enterprise IT teams, and transforming them into business-driven service providers.

OpsRamp is looking for a Frontend UI Engineer in Portland, Oregon. Join a team of innovators and be part of the next revolution in Ops automation! To learn more about OpsRamp visit us at www.opsramp.com

About the role

- Our frontend or full stack engineer build scalable, responsive and complex web UI.
- Experience with delivering large-scale dashboards containing complex data visualization.
- You’ll be working with offshore development teams.
- Research, architect and implement responsive, reusable, customizable next generation web and mobile components and interfaces.
- Develop new ways of visualizing data and communicating information to end users.
- Educate, support team on UI issues and promote good UI practices amongst developers.

Requirements

- 1+ years of experience delivering enterprise or commercial web-based applications.
You love tinkering with UI problems and devising the best ways to solve them.

Expert level of knowledge with JavaScript, HTML, CSS, AJAX and/or Java.

Experience with implementing web/mobile user interface using one or more UI frameworks such as React, Vue.js, AngularJS or others.

Experience optimizing SPA for performance and scalability.

Experience implementing web-based dashboards utilizing one or more data visualization libraries (SVG or WebGL) such as D3.js, deck.gl, JointJS, Cytoscape.js or others.

Experience with server side implementations using JSP, Spring, Hibernate or Node.js.

Experience with developing cross-platform (Android/IOS) UI for mobile platforms.

OpsRamp is an Equal Opportunity Employer. We do not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, color, sex, age, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, status as a veteran, and basis of disability or any other federal, state or local protected class.